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Is there anything
better than
getting a brand
new bike?

Is there anything better than getting a brand new
bike? We dare say, for anyone under the age of 10,
the answer’s going to be a resounding “no”. We
can’t exactly put our ﬁnger on what it is that makes
the experience so exciting, all we know is that the
phrase “new bike psyche” is alive and well with
today’s younger riders.
As many parents know, there are two options for
buying your child a new bike. You can treat it as
a disposable item, or, you can invest in what we
call a “real” quality bike, which will not only create
memories for your child, but for their siblings as
well. Yeah, they probably cost a bit more, but it’s
because they’re worth so much more. Safe, strong
and durable are three great adjectives that describe
every Haro we make. But let’s face it; that’s the
parent in all of us talking. When you’re young, you
want something that looks cool, plain and simple. If
it’s not fun and cool to ride, it’s not going to leave the
garage. We’re happy to say that every model in our
juvenile line features characteristics that carry down
from our more expensive ﬂagship models, creating
what we call “instant cool.”
In the grand scheme of things, you’re young for such
a short period of time. Shouldn’t the bike you choose
be as special as the child you’re putting it under?
Haro Bikes. Ride anywhere, ride everywhere.

Z-10

Is it ever too early to learn to ride a “twowheeler”? With our 10” run-style bike (made
popular throughout Europe), 1-1/2 to 2 year
olds everywhere can begin learning that
feeling of balance, without cranks and pedals
getting in the way. And best of all, the tires
are “indoor friendly”, so even when it’s raining
outside, there’s still fun to be had without
scufﬁng mom’s linoleum ﬂoor.
•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES
Crank-less “Run Bike” frame design
High impact 10” mag wheels
Scuff-resistant tubeless tires
Oversized padded seat with rider-assist grab handle
Quick release height adjust seat post

GLOSS ORANGE

LOOKS AS GOOD
AS IT RIDES

VERSATILITY
IS THE NAME
OF THE GAME
GLOSS BLACK

PAD SET AND
TRAINING WHEELS

PAD SET AND
TRAINING WHEELS

Z-12
Ah, the luxury of riding a bike that actually
ﬁts...Today’s 2-5 year olds have a perfect
starter bike in our Z12. With its lo-proﬁle frame
design, a coaster brake rear wheel, and a set
of heavy-duty training wheels (just in case
they didn’t start out on a Haro Z10), our Z12
couldn’t be more equipped to handle your
child’s ﬁrst few rides around the neighborhood.
And like all of its older brothers, the Z12
comes with a full pad set, so it looks as good
as it rides.
•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES
Hi-tensile steel Z series lo-proﬁle frame
16-spoke 12” alloy rims
Padded Jr. seat and Jr. plastic pedals
Heavy duty training wheels, full pad set
and chain guards
Rear coaster brake

GLOSS BAD APPLE

GLOSS BLACK

Z-16
Versatility is the name of the game with our
Z16. Like the Z12, it features a lo-proﬁle frame
design (making it easy to climb on and off
of), as well as two braking systems- a coaster
brake and a hand brake - so that your child
can rely on one, while learning the other. A full
pad set and training wheels are also included,
making this ready to ride, right out of the box.
Best of all, we do a boys and a girls version,
perfect for any 4-8 year old.
•
•

PEARL PURPLE

•
•
•
•

FEATURES
Hi-tensile steel Z series lo-proﬁle frame
Sure stop coaster brake and linear pull v-brake
with adjustable lever
28-spoke 16” alloy rims
Padded Jr. seat and Jr. plastic pedals
Heavy duty training wheels, full pad set
and chain guards
Also available in a step thru model for girls

PEARL WHITE

GLOSS BLACK

PAD SET

GLOSS ORANGE

ELECTRIC BLUE

Z-18
If your 6-9 year-old is still learning bike-handling
skills and safety techniques then the Z18 is the
perfect choice. With a hand brake, a coaster
brake, and a lo-proﬁle frame, they have two
stopping choices and plenty of standover
clearance for a perfect ﬁt. Looking for additional
protection? We include a full pad set on every
Z-series model we make. And, just like the Z16,
it comes in a girl’s model, too.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Z-20
GLOSS BLUE BELL

FEATURES
Hi-tensile steel Z series lo-proﬁle frame
28-spoke 18” alloy wheels
Sure stop coaster brake and linear pull
v-brake with adjustable lever
Padded Jr. seat and Jr. plastic pedals
Full pad set
Also available in a step thru model for girls

Much like our smaller Z series bikes, the Z20
features a lo-proﬁle frame design, making it
easy for a child between 7-10 years old to
climb on or off their bike. And, like its younger
brother, the Z20 also features a hand brake
and a coaster brake for adding stopping
power. But the fun isn’t exclusive to just boys;
we also make a girl’s-speciﬁc Z20 as well,
complete with a full pad set, just like the male
counterpart.
•
•
•

GLOSS BLACK

PAD SET

•
•
•

FEATURES
Hi-tensile steel Z series lo-proﬁle frame
1-1/8” thread less headset
Sure stop coaster brake and linear pull
v-brake with adjustable lever
36-spoke alloy wheels
Full pad set
Also available in a step thru model for girls

GLOSS BLACK

PEARL PINK

When you’ve mastered the use of
hand brakes and are ready for a bike
with more room up front, the ZX-20
is what you want to check out. Gone
are the coaster brake and padsets; in
their place are a freewheel, a larger
size frame, 990-style brakes, and the
look of a core freestyle bike. Whether
they want to race, hit the trails, ride
the park, or just go back and forth to
school, the ZX-20 handles it all.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RACE,
HIT THE TRAILS
OR JUST GO
BACK AND FOURTH
TO SCHOOL

FEATURES
Hi-ten frame with 20.3” top tube
1 1/8” hi-ten threadless fork
7.5” hi-ten bars with alloy stem
36/14t gearing
Haro padded, fully adjustable seat
Kenda Kontact 20 x 2.25” front and
1.95” rear tires
Alloy 990 brake

YOUR
WEAPON
OF CHOICE
FOR KEEPING UP
WITH JUNIOR

Been off the bike for awhile? Still think
20” wheels are a little squirrely? No
worries; the ZX-24 will smooth you
right out. If you’re a dad, this is your
weapon of choice for keeping up
with junior. If you’re a taller teenager,
look no further for the perfect “ride
anywhere, ride everywhere” bike.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES
Hi-ten frame with 21” top tube
1 1/8” hi-ten threadless fork
7” hi-ten bars with alloy stem
39/16t gearing
Haro padded, fully adjustable seat
Kenda K-Rad 24 x 1.95” tires
Alloy 990 brake

ELECTRIC BLUE

ELECTRIC BLUE

GLOSS BLACK

SG BAD APPLE

GLOSS BLACK

FL20
Mom or Dad’s a mountain bike rider? No
problem; we have just the bike to follow them
down the trail on. The Flightline 20 frame has
been redesigned from the ground up, sharing
the same tube shapes as our ﬂagship models,
so that it’s lighter than ever before, yet it still
keeps its low-stand over frame design, making
this an amazingly user-friendly bike for any 6-8
year old out there.
•
•
•
•
•

FL24
WHITE- PINK

FEATURES
HL 410E fork- 30mm travel fork
Forged alloy w/ 40t chainring w/ guard, square taper BB
Shimano Tourney TZ-50 rear derailleur
Shimano Revo, 6 speed
Pivit alloy micro adjust seatpost

Sharing the same redesigned, lighter weight
frame as our Flightline 20, the 24” comes
equipped with Shimano twist shifters and original
Shimano componentry, making this a perfect
choice for the 8-10 year old who dreams of
becoming the next XC champion. Not interested
in winning medals quite yet? It just so happens,
the Flightline 24” functions spectacularly as a
neighborhood commuter, too.
•
•
•
•
•

BLACK- PINK

FEATURES
HL 410E fork- 40mm travel fork
SR Suntour XCC-T202 42/34/24 crankset
Shimano Tourney TZ-50 rear derailleur with TZ-50
front derailleur
Shimano Revo, 6 speed
Pivit alloy micro adjust seatpost

WHITE- GREEN
WHITE- RED

BLACK-YELLOW

BLACK- GREEN

International Distributors:
• Antigua Courts Courts • Argentina Rodas S.A.. • Aruba Radioshack Aruba/The Bike Shop • Australia Sheppard Cycles
Australia • Barbados Courts Caribbean • Belgium Louis Verwimp • Belize Courts Caribbean • Benelux Louis Verwimp
• Bolivia Visal • Brazil Plimax • Bulgaria Nikos Maniatopoulos • Byelorussia SlopeStyle • Canada Live to Play Sports
• Costa Rica SuperPro Bikes • Croatia DSG • Cyprus Nikos Maniatopoulos • Czech Republic M&R s.r.o. • Denmark
Sportbike • Dominicia Courts Caribbean • Ecuador Base Extreme • France Velo 2000 • Germany Fastpace • Greece
Nikos Maniatopoulos •Grenada Courts Caribbean • Guyana Courts Caribbean • Hungary Avex • Indonesia Cappa
Trading • Ireland Moore Large • Israel Matzman-Merutz • Italy Velo 2000 • Jamica Courts Caribbean • Japan Motocross
Int’l • Kasakhstan SlopeStyle • Kirghizia SlopeStyle • Latvia AB Sports • Lithuania Positus • Luxemburg Louis Verwimp •
Malaysia Huan Schen SDN BHD • Malta Nikos Maniatopoulos • Mexico Xtreme Bike • Netherlands Louis Verwimp • New
Caledonia Cycal Sarl • New Zealand Phoenix Cycle • Norway Norbike • Panama Distribuidora Rali • Peru Base Extreme •
Philippines Coment Cycle Center • Poland Zasada • Portugal Bicimotor • Puerto Rico Ponce Bicycle •Romania SC Rikey
Impex S.R.L • Russia SlopeStyle • Singapore Cappa Trading • Slovakia M&R s.r.o. • Slovenia Velo D.D. • Spain Velo 2000
• St. Kitts Courts Caribbean • St. Lucia Courts Caribbean • St. Vincent Courts Caribbean • Sweden Nordic Bike • Taiwan
KLight Industrial Co., Ltd • Thailand Asia Int’l • Ukraine Vertical Ltd. • United Kingdom Moore Large • Uruguay Rodas S.A.
• Venezuela Redemo •West Indies Courts Caribbean

